CONTEMPORARY VISION OF LIGHT

BROKIS
PROJECTS
Dear Brokis partner,

Allow us to introduce a new Brokis catalogue focusing primarily on projects and the use of our lights in
common settings. It’ll help you envision the creation of
stunning lighting compositions to ensure the spaces
you’ve chosen for them are not only enhanced with
a beautiful designer element but, first and foremost,
convey the exact ambience you desire. Timeless
original design, authentic craftsmanship, and superior quality – Brokis lights become part of the lives of
people both at home and in public venues. They’re

lights whose story captures the imagination and adds
a charming diversity to everyday life. In order for us to
fulfil the requirements and expectations of our clients
as closely as possible, from the very beginning, we
address both the aesthetic and technical aspects of
our products. Brokis keeps pace with technological
advancements, constantly endeavours to innovate, and
follows the latest trends in intelligent systems, all of
which can lead to greater variety in existing collections
and also give rise to new custom designs.

RESIDENTIAL
PROJECTS
And what about living spaces? We’re at the forefront
here, too, and can boast many beautiful compositions
that elegantly underscore the design of a room
and cast their light upon it for pleasant moments
of relaxation and tranquillity.

VILLA ANZÉRE
Location
Collection

Switzerland
MUFFINS

Inspired by traditional Alpine architecture, the studio
SeARCH conceived a major renovation that was more
compact and better suited to the steep hillside site of
the original building.
Inspired by the impressive Grand Chalet Balthus
in Rossinière (CH) with large roof overhangs,
the 500 square meter structure is designed in one
open volume. The garage was moved from the back

of the house, which was difficult to access, to
the lower road. A hallway and elevator carved into
the mountain directly connect all three levels of
the house. There is a downstairs guesthouse, main
living areas in the middle level, and a private apartment
in the attic. All floors open out onto three-meter-wide
terraces joined by stairs and offering phenomenal
views of the 4000+ meter peaks of the Dent Blanche,
Matterhorn, Dufourspitze, and Weisshorn.

BROKIS
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PRIVATE VILLA
Location
Collection

PRIVATE APPARTMENT
Location
Collection

Paris, France
SHADOWS

Italy
MACARON

BROKIS

SEASIDE VILLA
Location
Collection

Mallorca
KNOT
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residential projects
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SEASIDE VILLA
Location
Collections

Mallorca
SHADOWS — BALLOONS
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PRIVATE FLAT
Location
Collection

ART NOUVEAU VILLA
Location
Collection

Czech Republic
NIGHT BIRDS

Belgium
NIGHT BIRDS

BROKIS
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PRIVATE
APPARTMENT
Location
Collection

Kiev, Ukraine
MUFFINS
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LOFT VILLA
Location
Collection

Prague, Czech Republic
PURO

residential projects

BROKIS

SEASIDE VILLA
Location
Collection

Mallorca
MUFFINS

SEASIDE VILLA
Location
Collection

Mallorca
MUFFINS
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PRIVATE FLAT
Location
Collection

Belgium
KNOT
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PRIVATE FLAT
Location
Collection

Italy
KNOT

PRIVATE VILLA
Location
Collections

Santa Ponça, Mallorca
SHADOWS — BIG ONE
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residential projects

HOSPITALITY
PROJECTS
We proudly present selected projects from around
the world as a demonstration of Brokis product
possibilities. From cafes or restaurants, to offices
and other commercial spaces, our products can meet
any demands and contribute to the unique atmosphere
and perfect result.

NUBO ALEXANDRIA
LEARNING CENTER
Location
Collection

Sydney, Australia
MEMORY

Learning centre satisfies children’s curiosity while
promoting the concept of ‘pure play’.
A carefully designed facility and flexibility well suited
to children from age two to eight make for the ideal
setting for different stages of learning. The space is
characterized by its minimalist approach to furniture,
avoiding excessive equipment and accessories. It has
been conceived to give children plenty of room to play
their own games and develop their personalities.
NUBO boasts a variety of ‘pure play’ spaces and activities, including an extensive children’s library, a building

and rooms full of Big Blue Block, MagFormers, Lego
Wedo 2.0, and Kaleido Gears, a café where children
can make a range of healthy dishes, and a zone for
active play complete with opportunities to slide, climb,
and hide.
Equally important is to invite parents to spend quality
family time together – and with plenty of interactions,
too. Adults are welcomed to relax and even learn
alongside their kids with childlike curiosity. After all,
‘pure play’ means something for everyone in this welldesigned space.

BROKIS
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MANA RESTAURANT
Location
Collection

Manchester, England
PURO

hospitality projects
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STICKS’N’SUSHI
RESTAURANT
Location
Collection

Copenhagen, Denmark
MONA

BROKIS

JAN PAUKERT BISTRO
Location
Collection

Prague, Czech Republic
SHADOWS
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PIÚ RESTAURANT
Location
Collection

ALMWELLNESS
HOTEL PIERER
Location
Collections

Teichalm, Austria
KNOT — LIGHTLINE

Zurich, Switzerland
KNOT

BROKIS

LAZ’ HÔTEL
SPA URBAIN
Location
Collection

Paris, France
BALLOONS
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hospitality projects

VIRTUAL
VILLA
To show you just how remarkable our lighting collections
are, we created a virtual villa for you to view them in.
The virtual villa offers architects, interior d
 esigners,
and end customers a unique opportunity to view
the majority of our collections under one roof,
in a single villa featuring refined and timeless interiors.
During the tour of the villa, which spans more than
900 virtual square metres across eight rooms and two
outdoor terraces, you will discover more than 15 perspectives, each providing a detailed view of the unique
lighting compositions, including closeups of individual

lights and possible combinations and colour options
together with a summary of the most important information for each collection. The intensity of the light
of the individual collections is based on photometric
measurements (LDT files) to ensure the virtual rendering is as realistic as possible.
Walk around. Linger for a while at a spot that especially
catches your imagination. Do a bit of daydreaming.
Light and art exist to evoke emotion in us. Indulge
in the experience.

Collections

IVY — KNOT

ENTER THE LIGHT EXPERIENCE

BROKIS
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virtual villa
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Collections

PURO — MACARON

Collection

PURO
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virtual villa
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virtual villa
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Collection

MONA

BROKIS

Collections	BONBORI OUTDOOR — NIGHT BIRDS EXTERIOR

Collection

GEOMETRIC LIGHT
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virtual villa

BROKIS

Collections BIG ONE — BALLOONS
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virtual villa

BROKIS
BESPOKE
Cornerstones of the company and components of
the Brokis DNA: new designs, new ideas, technological
advancement, innovation, and long-term sustainability
in line with the latest manufacturing trends. Our facilities and commitment to development and innovation mean we’re perfectly positioned to help execute

the vision and desires of even the most discerning
clientele. Bespoke projects, special colours and materials, or something entirely new and unique. We’re here
for you, and together with our team of experienced
developers and designers, we’re ready to make your
project a reality.

Collection

IVY

BROKIS
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Collection

PURO

Collection

GEOMETRIC LIGHT

Collection

NIGHT BIRDS

BROKIS

MUFFINS

SHADOWS

An example of this approach in practice is the Muffins
collection (2010, design Lucie Koldova & Dan Yeffet),
which has become one of the icons of the Brokis
brand as well as of contemporary lighting design of
the past decade. In the beginning, the collection had
only four lights and a limited number of colour options, but today it comprises eight different products
with multiple applications according to shape and size.
The selection of glass colours and the techniques for
processing wood, an inherent part of this beautiful
collection, have also grown. The Muffins collection has
gone beyond the original floor lights and now offers
pendent models of various sizes. At the end of 2018,
Brokis introduced the Muffins Candleholder.

The Shadows collection – timeless lights that underwent significant technological innovation in the form
of a new connector developed by Brokis and its suppliers for remarkably simplified installation and deinstallation, new possibilities for the quick repositioning of
the lights within a given composition, and easy removal
of the lights for cleaning and maintenance. Because
the new connector offers many advantages, we are
gradually introducing it in our other collections.

EVOLUTION
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MUFFINS
collection with the latest
addition, muffins candleholder

SHADOWS
new updated
connection system

BROKIS

We’re well aware of the diverse environments our clients work in and the different requirements they have.
To satisfy these needs, we offer custom designs and
execution. We’ve successfully completed numerous
projects on the basis of our own manufacturing, technology, development, and design facilities and are very
familiar with the demands of large projects for restaurants, residences, hotels, expansive living areas, commercial buildings, and offices.
What do our projects encompass?

1

COLOUR AND MATERIAL SOLUTIONS
Do you need to match our lights to your interior?
We rely on our extensive experience, manufacturing
flexibility, and our own interior designers to create
a proposal for the best possible outcome. If you don’t
have your own design, leave it to us. We’ll design
a colour scheme and combination of materials to
achieve 100% satisfaction.
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2

TECHNOLOGICAL SOLUTIONS
Do you have a special requirement for connecting
multiple lights in shared ceiling canopies? Or do you
want to integrate lights into your smart home system?
Here too, we can help. We work with several global
and local companies that we can recommend in order
to identify the solution you need.

3

CHOOSING THE RIGHT COLLECTION
Choosing from our current collections, but aren’t quite
sure? Let us help. We might even surprise you with
something new and unparalleled.

4

SPECIAL PRODUCTS
Do you have a project in mind and would like us
to provide a custom solution for it? Submit your
requirements at www.mybrokis.cz (access for Brokis
partners, or using a password, which can be requested
by writing to info@brokis.cz).

CUSTOM
DESIGN

CAPSULA
customized outer glass,
colour and surface

bespoke projects

BROKIS

Support documentation for interior designers and
architects, including 3D files, technical documents,
installation manuals, etc., can be downloaded from
www.brokis.cz or from the www.mybrokis.cz portal
(access for Brokis partners, or using a password, which
can be requested by writing to info@brokis.cz).
In the interest of improving the quality of its project
and implementation services, Brokis decided to establish a sister company called BROKIS SOLUTIONS
to assist you both in the execution of a project
as well as in follow-up service. Because the lights
represent important design elements within a given
space, it’s necessary to regularly maintain them,
both in terms of cleaning and other types of care.
BROKIS SOLUTIONS is here to offer this and more.
Our goal is to ensure the permanency of the beauty
inherent to all Brokis lights, the products of an ages-old
Bohemian glassblowing tradition, and thus guarantee
our customers a convenient and unmatched lighting
experience.
More at www.brokissolutions.cz
Contact information: info@brokissolutions.cz
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List of services provided by BROKIS SOLUTIONS:

1

PLANNING SERVICES
GRAPHIC DESIGN PROPOSAL: creation of a simple
sketch (stage 1) or visualization (stage 2), based on
customer requirements or recommendation from Brokis
interior designer and customer requirements
TECHNICAL SOLUTION PROPOSAL: based on project
documentation (in the majority of cases, an on-site
technical inspection is necessary)

2

INSTALLATION OF LIGHTS
TO 4 METRES IN HEIGHT
BASIC: connections only
ADVANCED: for integration in smart homes, etc.
INDIVIDUAL: for customization and more complex
integration in smart systems

3

MAINTENANCE OF LIGHTS
AND COMPONENTS
Cleaning, and other after-sales service, such as
supervision of installation or replacement with other
Brokis lights.
Now, you can order products complete with authorized
service (individual services and prices are subject
to change depending on the expansion of services
in a given territory, local prices, etc.). The number of
services and their expansion is developing quickly,
which means that if a service isn’t yet available in
a given territory, it will be gradually added to the Brokis
services portfolio (in 2021, Brokis is exporting its products to more than 100 countries around the world).

SERVICES

PURO COLLECTION
composition sketch

bespoke projects

BROKIS

Join others by recycling your Brokis light once it’s no
longer in use. Ship it to BROKIS, s.r.o., Sídliště Janštejn 39,
588 52 Horní Dubenky, Czech Republic, and we’ll recycle
it and use the glass shards in the beautiful new product
called BROKISGLASS. By manufacturing BROKISGLASS,

the glassworks create a strategic circular economy
that helps maintain a healthy relationship between
nature and human society.
www.brokisglass.com

SUSTAINABLE
GROWTH
& ECOLOGY
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PHOTOGRAPHER — Martin Chum

PHOTOGRAPHER — Terese Erngaard

COVER
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ARCHITECT — SeARCH
PHOTOGRAPHER — Ossip Architectuurfotografie
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PHOTOGRAPHER — Peter Baas
INTERIOR DESIGN — Design studio Wolterinck
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PHOTOGRAPHER — dvadva
INTERIOR DESIGN — Creatisa design s.r.o.
Ing. arch. Irena Tomisová, Ing. arch. Jan Smékal
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PHOTOGRAPHER — Eisenberger
BESPOKE FURNITURE — Seliger

COURTESY of Minotti
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PHOTOGRAPHER
AND INTERIOR DESIGN — Terraza Balear

PHOTOGRAPHER — Gian Marco Castelberg
INTERIOR DESIGN — Nader Interior GmbH
PROJECT — Bindella terra vite vita SA
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PROJECT NAME — Canyamel
ARCHITECT — Esteva i Esteva Arquitectos
INTERIOR DESIGN — Terraza Balear
PHOTOGRAPHER — Mauricio Fuertes
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PHOTOGRAPHER — Radek Hensley
ARCHITECT — Ing. arch. Miloslav Vodička
REALIZATION — Simple Progress
17
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PROJECT AND STYLING — Studio Salaris
FURNITURE — Baxter, CC Tapis, Driade,
Minotti, Novacolor
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PROJECT AND STYLING — Studio Salaris
46

PROJECT AND STYLING — Lichthuis Mol, Belgium
18

41

LAZ Hotel Spa Urbain in Paris — Suitcase Hospitality
PHOTOGRAPHER — Maxime Ledieu
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INTERIOR DESIGN — Olha Wood Interiors
PHOTOGRAPHER — Andrey Avdeenko

PROJECT AND STYLING — Studio Salaris
FURNITURE — De Padova, Sabine Marcelis,
PP Mobler, Novacolor
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PHOTOGRAPHER — Martin Chum
INTERIOR DESIGN — Labor13

PROJECT AND STYLING — Studio Salaris
FURNITURE — 101 Copenhagen, Fantini, HK Living,
Novacolor, Zanotta
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PHOTOGRAPHER
AND INTERIOR DESIGN — Terraza Balear

PROJECT AND STYLING — Studio Salaris
FURNITURE — Agape12, Cassina, Lema, Zanotta
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PHOTOGRAPHER — Thomas de Bruyne
ARCHITECT — Boost architectuur

PROJECT AND STYLING — Studio Salaris
FURNITURE — Kettal, Nani Marquina
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COURTESY of Minotti
27
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INTERIOR DESIGN — Marga Comas interior design
PROJECT DEVELOPMENT — Sophisticated Projectes
PHOTOGRAPHER — Kamal fotografia
31

ARCHITECT — PAL Design Group
PHOTOGRAPHER — Amy Piddington
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PHOTOGRAPHER — Midi Photography
DESIGNER — James Roberts Design Ltd.
PRINCIPLE FIT OUT CONTRACTOR — Rische Group
CONSTRUCTION DESIGNERS
AND PROJECT MANAGERS — Z Space UK

PROJECT AND STYLING — Studio Salaris
FURNITURE — Arteriors Home, Benoit Averly,
Brutal Ceramics, Kasthall, Lema, Novacolor
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PROJECT AND STYLING — Studio Salaris
FURNITURE — B&B Italia, CC Tapis, Classicon, Faina,
Moroso, Thierry Martenon, Novacolor
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VISUALIZATION AND STYLING — polygoniq
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PHOTOGRAPHER — Martin Chum
65

PHOTOGRAPHER — Jan Voharčík

BROKIS
Virtual Villa

cleaning
information

technical
information

BROKIS, s.r.o.
OFFICE
Španielova 1315/25
163  00 Prague 6
Czech Republic
SHOWROOM
Sídliště Janštejn 39
588 52 Horní Dubenky
Czech Republic
www.brokis.cz
info@brokis.cz
PHOTO
Martin Chum
Jan Voharčík

CM13015

GRAPHIC DESIGN
Studio Marvil

